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While numerous Americans have had the opportunity to study a foreign language in high
school (43.8%) and/or college (8.6%), a Modern Language Association 2010 report found
the ratio of foreign language to overall enrollment in higher education has steadily
declined since 1965 (when it was 16.5%) due to less rigorous language requirements. The
result is that too few Americans have learned to speak a second language proficiently in
youth, and many often wait until well into adulthood to try to acquire a world language
again. With 329 million native speakers, Spanish is among the top-five most commonly
spoken languages in the world, and the second most commonly spoken language in the
United States (Lewis, Simons, and Fennig 2014). It is no wonder that so many American
adults choose to study Spanish as their world language of choice.

What happens when American adults over the age of 25 become Spanish language
students? This selection of poems resulted from a poetic approach to data analysis and
representation from nine months of ethnographic fieldwork in Oaxaca, Mexico, a major
destination for Spanish language tourism due to its cultural and artistic complexity, rela-
tive safety, near-perfect climate, and low program costs. How did adults in this study
describe their language learning motivations and experiences? What did they perceive
were their greatest challenges, successes, and strategies? The poems presented below are
the outcome of over sixty interviews with Spanish learners, their teachers, and program
directors; observations of Spanish classrooms; extensive time in “ex-pat” centers in Oaxaca,
as well as in language learning centers in Puerto Vallarta—another popular destination in
Mexico for Spanish study. The poems rely on my ethnopoetic filtering of music, image, and
symbol and reject any attempt at summative comment. Perhaps the poems themselves are
themes that connect “relations between the micro contexts of everyday language use and
the macro concerns of society, culture, politics, and power” (Pennycook 2001:172). My
formal training and experience as both a poet and TESOL and world language professor
merge here to document the American sueño and better understand issues of language,
identity, and power through poetic inquiry (Cahnmann-Taylor 2009).

Initial findings from this recent ethnographic work (as presented in four sample
poems) point to a remarkable number of Americans studying Spanish abroad who began
at the age of retirement. Though I was able to interview adults in the full spectrum of this
study’s target range—from age 25 to 90—most participants in Oaxaca were 60 and older,
indicating that Americans wait a long time to acquire Spanish when opportunities have
been perceived as missed or mis-taken in youth. Many participants had studied Spanish
and/or other world or classic languages at younger ages, and most argued they had done
so poorly. Several poems, including that titled Frijolero Ex-Pats (in the new “Golden
Shovel” form), give an overview of this population. Many retirees self-identify as “snow
birds,” and acquire Spanish so that they may live (often seasonally) in a warmer, less
expensive, and more adventurous climate than their budgets and/or culture would allow
in the United States or Canada.

A smaller number of younger participants in this study often reported more instru-
mental reasons for acquiring Spanish. For example, two sets of parents of young chil-
dren moved abroad (from the mid-Atlantic and southwest), each for a year, to give their
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children educational and cognitive advantages to enter bilingual elementary school pro-
gramming in the United States (see First Grade in the form of a sonnet). Another par-
ticipant whose identity appears in the poem titled, Medical Professional Says, “I Would
Prefer to Go to Sleep” (in dramatic monologue form) was learning Spanish with the inten-
tion to become fluent enough to qualify for bilingual medical positions in the western
United States.

Finally, the prose poem Sarah’s Advice is based on a retiree from the northeast who
discussed her struggles to acquire the basic grammar to express past tense, despite
six full years of living in Oaxaca. The manner in which “Sarah” discussed the
“imperfect” past tense lyrically resonated with larger imperfections in the ways many
American participants narrated stories of themselves as imperfect but persistent lan-
guage learners.

FIRST GRADE

In dedication to Maxine Kumin

Two thousand three hundred nine words
rhyme with “estar” but my son can’t think
of any for his tarea en español, prefers
action figure distractions, spilling his drink,

breaking pencils, falling from his chair—
anything that’s not homework until
I offer “vomitar,” to vomit and “estornudar”
to sneeze. Pleased, he asks if “to kill”

in Spanish would rhyme, and “to hit,” and “fart,”
–smart boy, figuring out a second tongue
multiplies words that disconcert, courts
deep laughter in dark theaters. So strong

his will to be liked, to understand peers, offer
jokes, to translate “butt” and savor what comes after.

FRIJOLERO EX-PATS

After “The Bean Eaters,” by Gwendolyn Brooks and Terrance Hayes’ “Golden Shovel” form

Pancita soup, tasajo,
chuletas de cerdo, they

search pocket dictionaries
for cuts of meat, eat

oxtail and tripe with pan casero
(Oh! homemade!). Beans

baked in clay pots for days.
“Gringos,” sure, but mostly

they find the people kind,
despite the “white” effect: this

means more costly taxi rides
but also more respect. Old

people here treated with dignidad,
the more grey or yellow,
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the more express their cards.
This aging pair

in brand-new rugged pants,
prance backpacked to dinner,

haggle rugs made by hand.
“Casero?” Is

this the word? No: Hecho a mano.
The price: absurd! A

gendered mistake (¿el mano?), verbs
imperfectly tensed, their casual

errors make formal requests.
Snowbirds in Mexico, no affair

for the fearful or frail. Pepto-Bismol,
probiotics, and plain

water in talavera, or in hand blown
glass, flan on chipware

laced with lead. On Days of the Dead,
why not dine on

green glazes? Free health care,
cheap meds, a

doctor not needed, even
Viagra pills in plain

white boxes at half their
American price. And

playa resorts off season
rejuvenate creaking

joints. They adapt backs
to box springs of wood,

loom walls with fabric or
ornaments pressed from tin,

all lightweight,
then packed flat
into bags checked to where

they March home.

MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL SAYS, “I WOULD PREFER TO GO TO SLEEP”

I always loved words, especially
French and Italian—they sound so

sexy. I love the mystery, it’s like

“Oh? Is that a silent letter?”
Whereas, Spanish, it just

doesn’t DO it for me. Then I got fired,

some whistleblower thing
and I thought: “Okay, now

I HAVE to learn Spanish.”
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The whole conjugation thing is like,
wait. What? I struggle with indirect

pronouns, that which, and all that’s

in my spreadsheets:
501 verbs I don’t need.

—ar verbs, -ir, -er, reflexives.

I flash cards and my brain
scrambles. I hunker with

posttraumatic disorder;

I keep getting triggered, you know,
by childhood. The teacher asked, “What was bonito?”

and I’m like NOTHING!

I cry in class. I just want the past
tense, “es” words that start with “s” in English,

“shun” words, subtle changes

in pronunciation, pro-nun-cia-ción.
But how do you make Spanish fun

when it’s a means to an end?

SARAH’S ADVICE:
FIND SOMEONE TO TALK TO AND PAY THEM TO SPEAK TO YOU

Before we came to Oaxaca I took classes at Baruch College in New York, but I didn’t do
very well. I NEVER did my homework, which is my M.O.—that’s Latin, now I remember
THAT! Anyhow, I went. I would show up for class, do the best I could. But now, six years
of living here [Oaxaca, Mexico] full time, I feel I’ve a really good understanding of Spanish.
I can listen to people and generally understand them perfectly. I mean, get the gist.
Sometimes it depends who’s speaking. Mostly, I just glaze over trying to figure out what
they’re saying. I often meet people walking my dog. I named him Timbre, for the word
“bell.” “Ah,” they say, “Con Timbre, ¿paseando?” and I say, “¿Sí, sí, como está?” Sometimes
I’ll get into conversation and they look at me quizzically. When I started my goal was to
kibbitz, get my needs met, and I’ve definitely accomplished that. Now, my goal’s to express
more, beyond chatting with the cab driver. So the last couple of months I’ve been walking
with a friend from our neighborhood, a young man whose first language is Spanish and
who knows English. And I’m multi-tasking! Walking my dog and taking conversational
Spanish with Fernando! Two hours, totally in Spanish! It’s opened me up to express
myself, to tell a whole story. Friday I spent almost two hours describing a documentary I’d
seen a few nights before. The concepts were complicated and to do it all in Spanish—that
was a miracle! And I’m proud of myself. I’m moved. Now this is going to get psychological
but having success, I never imagined it! I have a tendency to put myself down, that I’m not
very good at certain things. I’m normally saying I should be better. I’m here six years and
I should know more. I’d like to speak without struggling so much, get a handle of certain
very basic words like “to see” and “to hear.” I can’t conjugate them and I’d like to have the
“-abas” and “-ibas”—the imperfect is so good for telling stories.

Discussion

Interviews and observations of Americans learning Spanish in Mexico indicate that
many (certainly not all) Americans view themselves as inherently poor at language learn-
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ing but also hopeful (in their quest). Many feel as Doris, 67, from Colorado does [as of yet,
not rendered through poetry], that Spanish language acquisition will take a great deal of
time, time she will spend largely outside of the United States:

Doris: So I’ve just come to this place where I’m just going to learn a little bit every year,
you know, we say poco a poco. And I do get a little better every year, but it’s slow.

MC: where you live, do you have opportunities to speak Spanish?

Doris: Occasionally I have an opportunity to use it when I meet someone, usually it’s a
clerk or, you know, somebody who speaks Spanish and I can greet them in Spanish or, you
know, talk a little. But not much else. . . . It’s a class thing. You know I live in an area that’s
pretty white. Well, no, there are a fair amount of black people, too, where I live, but not
many Hispanics. We do get service people (laughter) who speak Spanish. Um. It never
occurs to me to speak Spanish to them, is that weird or what? It’s just a mindset you know.

In light of a series of anti-immigration policies in the United States including Arizona’s
SB1070, California’s anti-bilingual education proposition 227, and “show me your papers”
legislation such as Georgia’s HB 87 and Alabama’s HB56, it may seem surprising that so many
Americans like “Doris,” “Sarah,” the “Medical Professional,” and others are so persistent to
learn Spanish, investing significant time, money, and intellectual energy to be able to commu-
nicate with the Mexican community abroad. However, the profound interest adult Americans
in my study show in learning Spanish must also be understood within a U.S. macro climate that
is both hostile and racist toward Latinos, “continually recast[ing them] as authentic and
marketable, but ultimately as a foreign rather than intrinsic component of U.S. society, culture,
and history, suggesting that the growing visibility of Latino populations parallels an expansion
of the technologies that render them exotic and invisible” (Dávila 2012:4).

My hope is that these poems render the kind of “vigilance” (p. xxiv) Dávila states is
required to consider the process of commodification that is at play in Spanish language
tourism as well as attentiveness to the strategies through which people—Americans and
Mexicans together—create new meanings and new politics through bilingual practices. I
also hope to contribute to ongoing creative discussions happening within the Council of
Anthropology, the Society for Humanistic Anthropology, and elsewhere regarding what I
have called “the craft, practice, and possibility” (Cahnmann-Taylor 2009) of integrating
aesthetic and ethnographic work as a means to document human experience.

Melisa “Misha” Cahnmann-Taylor is Professor of TESOL & World Language Education
at the University of Georgia. She was a 2013–2014 Fulbright Scholar in Oaxaca, Mexico
conducting ethnographic research among English-speaking Americans pursuing Spanish
language acquisition (cahnmann@uga.edu).
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